Role

This is an exciting role for an enthusiastic Science student interested in gene editing to assist this expanding company. Working within the Gene Editing team, you will be involved in the development and optimisation of internal platforms for cell engineering applications including reporter and disease model cell line generation. The successful candidate is guaranteed a first class learning and working experience with this innovative host.

Tasks

- Mammalian cell culture for both adherent and suspension cell lines
- Gene editing using CRISPR/Cas9 and rAAV technologies
- Generation of stable, clonal mammalian cell lines
- Screening platform development for identification and characterisation of engineered cell lines

Personal Skills

Essential:

- Biochemistry, Molecular Cell Biology or related life science degrees
- Some level of exposure to lab work relevant to biological R&D, either academic or industrial
- Highly developed interpersonal, written and verbal skills, including the ability to speak confidently in groups and to present work internally
- Excellent organizational and decision making skills
- Strong time management skills with the ability to prioritize tasks, and work under pressure

Personality:

- Individuals should be enthusiastic and be able to contribute actively to the team setting
- Diligence and an analytical mindset is essential for methodical working and recording and analysis of data

The Host Company

The host company, a leader in synthetic biology, is a specialist contract research organization offering services to support the discovery, development and production of biologics and cell and gene therapies. A unifying theme across the portfolio is expertise in designing DNA, optimizing expression of proteins, cell line development and improving viral delivery systems. The company is located within purpose-fitted laboratories. Currently in a phase of rapid expansion, this company will offer a truly rewarding experience.